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STRAPPING MACHINES:



Semi-automatic strapping -



Semi-automatic strapping machines are used to apply plastic straps to packages or bundles in a variety of industries, including manufacturing, warehousing, distribution, and shipping. These machines ty ...
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What is case erector?



A case erector is a machine that is used to form cardboard boxes or cases from flat sheets of corrugated cardboard. These machines are typically used in the packaging industry to automatically form boxes of a specific size and sh ...
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What is strapping machine and how does it work?



A strapping machine is an electro-mechanical device that applies and secures straps around parcels or bundles to keep them together. There are numerous varieties of strapping machines available, but they ...
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Packaging is the world's third-largest industry and one of prime importance. The primary purpose of packaging is to keep a product safe from damage during shipment. Packaging not only includes the outer covering but also labels, instructions, and the siz ...
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Efficient packaging plays an important role in any product-driven business, so much so that it has a direct impact on the ROI of a business. Whether a business is established or new, it is hard to find success without the use of friendly and reliable pac ...
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Often confused with parcels and packages that are shipped on a day-to-day basis, protective packaging is mainly used to shield mailed items from any wear and tear. It is no surprise that transportation makes packages and parcels prone to physical damage, ...
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Packaging is the art and science of extending a protective layering to a product orcommodity, for convenient transport, storage, logistics, and sale. It is widely regarded as animportant marketing subset, which aids the seller in minimizing external dama ...
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The carton-sealing machine is mainly used to efficiently fold andseal the cardboard carton. Sealing both the top and bottom of a box, carton-sealing machinesact as a time-saving mechanism, especially in areas where there are high volumes of boxesthat nee ...
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As packaging equipment, a strapping machine, which is a mechanical device, makes use ofbands of plastic or flat steel to catalyze the process of wrapping pallets or products that usecardboard or a different material. The whole purpose of strapping machin ...
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With the rising use of automation across industries, there has been a significant increase inthe demand for semi-automatic and automatic strapping machines. With automatic strappingmachines employed in the packaging industry, not only have labor costs re ...
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            ABOUT US
Global Packaging Automation is a leading packaging company with an aim and commitment to provide outer packing solutions through Supply of Packing Machines & Consumables. Started with Consumables. , today we offer a wide range of Strapping, Tapping & Wrapping
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            CONTACT
GLOBAL PACKAGING AUTOMATION
Office No. 122, Annapurna Building, Sector No. 18, Sanpada, Navi Mumbai - 400705
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